INTRODUCTION
The \logic grammar" framework has proven to be an e ective tool in computational linguistics. Rather than suggesting speci c linguistic theories themselves, logic grammars o er clear and logic-based ways to implement linguistic theories. They thus act as adjuncts to the general approach of viewing parsing as deduction.
Studies of the foundations of logic grammars suggest that they have a relationship to such systems as relevance logic and linear logic. Relevance logic is the brand of logic which refuses to recognize an implication as valid unless the assumptions are relevant to the conclusion; linear logic is a logic which gives very ne-grained connectives which can be used to de ne the standard connectives of rst order logic. Relevance and linear logic are both characterized by having more restricted \struc-tural" inference rules than standard rst order logics, which has led researchers to group them together under the rubric of \substructural logics". This article concentrates on Dahl's Static Discontinuity Grammars (SDGs), a logic grammar formalism. It shows exactly how it is related to substructural logic by giving a particular substructural logic which characterizes SDGs in a precise manner. SDGs 4, 6] are a generalization of previous logic grammar formalisms such as De nite Clause Grammars (DCGs) 22], as well as of older grammar systems such as context-free grammars and Scattered Context Grammars 10] . The logic which precisely characterizes SDGS therefore allows characterizations of these other grammar systems.
The demonstration of a connection between logic grammars and substructural logic also serves to link logic grammars to other currents in formal linguistics (see Figure 1) . Recently, there has been extensive work done in using substructural logic to characterize categorial grammar in general and speci c features of natural language in particular. However, this paper attempts only to discuss the bottom (logic grammar / substructural logic) side of the triangle; we leave discussion of the linguistics / substructural logic side to such papers as 16, 11, 20] , and the linguistics / logic grammar side to such papers as 22, 4] .
First let us give an informal explanation of how it comes to be that substructural logic is applicable to parsing as deduction.
Parsing as Deduction and its Di culties
The parsing-as-deduction approach views the problem of parsing a sentence as the problem of deducing the assertion \we have heard (or read, or input) a sentence" from assertions of the form \we have heard (read, input) a certain word." For the problem of parsing a particular sentence, we encode the premisses and the conclusion in some formal logic, and then give axioms and/or rules of inference which allow all and only our desired sentences to be parsed. The particular linguistic theory being followed dictates the form of the axioms and the encoding.
Naturally, the encoding of the assumptions must include information about the occurrence and ordering of the words in the putative sentence. One possible way to encode, for instance, the parsing of the sentence \Evelyn loves books" is heard( evelyn, loves, books])`heard(s) Here, the assumptions have been encoded as the assertion that a list of three logical constants, \evelyn", \loves", and \books", have been heard; the conclusion has been encoded as the assertion that a sentence (\s") has been heard. The axioms of our logical system would then give us a way to parse the sentence by asserting that if we have heard certain forms of lists of tokens, we have heard corresponding lists of parts of speech, and so on.
In encoding a sentence as a list of tokens, though, we get the impression that we are not making the fullest possible use of the logical framework which we have adopted, since some of the grammar rules will involve non-linguistic concepts such as the decomposition of lists. Logic grammars such as DCGs make use of this approach, though they generally hide details about lists from the programmer in standard sets of rules.
Say that we had instead encoded the example parsing as heard(evelyn), heard(loves), heard(books)`heard(s) This style of encoding captures the fact that there are three separate events in the hearing, and will allow us to give simpler axioms that, for instance, assert that we have heard a proper name if we have heard \evelyn".
However, if we interpret`as the classical consequence relation, we have new problems, because this consequence relation is between a set of assumptions (possibly with some irrelevant elements) and a conclusion. For instance, if the above statement is provable, so should be heard(books), heard(loves), heard(evelyn)`heard(s) heard(evelyn), heard(loves), heard(loves), heard(books)`heard(s) heard(evelyn), heard(loves), heard(very), heard(books)`heard(s) because the set of assumptions which allowed us to conclude that we had heard a sentence originally is still a subset of the set of assumptions in all three cases.
We could solve this problem by putting some temporal information explicitly into the logical encoding, by doing such things as labelling the words with the \times" at which they were heard. As with the solution of bundling words into a list, however, this solution may burden the axioms, rules of inference, and grammar rules with clumsy notational trivia.
To summarize, the parsing-as-deduction approach faces a basic problem in the logical encoding of parsing. To express needed information about the occurrence and ordering of words, some mechanism is needed to avoid the over-generation of the classical logic view.
Substructural Logic
Substructural logics such as relevance logic 3, 23] or linear logic 9] seem to be useful in solving the problems associated with parsing as deduction. In part, this is because they can express the needed occurrence and ordering information in a way that is less notationally burdened than the ways given above.
In proof-theoretic terms, the word-by-word encoding of a sentence into a list of assumptions has been foiled speci cally by some unrestricted principles of deduction which are accepted under the classical consequence relation: the principles of permutation (which says that the order of assumptions is irrelevant), contraction (which says that we can duplicate any assumption), and weakening (which says that if we add assumptions we can still prove the same things).
However, these troublesome principles about the structure of the collection of assumptions are largely rejected under substructural logics, which get their name from this aspect of their behaviour. Substructural logics typically interpret the assumptions as making up a sequence, rather than a set, and avoid the introduction of axioms or rules of inference which allow the o ending principles to creep back in unrestricted.
More evidence that the parsing-as-deduction approach works well in a substructural logic framework is provided by the literature, both the literature directly concerned with logic grammars and that concerned with categorial grammar, another parsing-as-deduction grammar style. The sequent calculus version of the Lambek calculus for categorial grammars 16] has clear connections with linear logic. Abrusci and De Paiva 2, 7] independently proved the Lambek calculus to be a fragment of intuitionistic linear logic, and Hodas and Miller 13] have used linear logic to extend De nite Clause Grammars via a linear logic programming language. Hodas 12] has also discussed parsing with gaps based on a similar linear logic programming language. Within computational linguistics, Hepple 11] and Morrill 20] have shown that substructural logic systems can be used directly to characterize constructions in natural language.
The Approach of This Paper
This paper (like the examples in the Hodas and Miller paper described above) has its roots in \logic grammars", the study of using logic programming techniques for computational linguistics. The logic grammar framework it studies is Dahl's Static Discontinuity Grammars (SDGs), which grew out of De nite Clause Grammars 22] and Extraposition Grammars 21] in a desire to handle discontinuous constituents and \movement" at a more fundamental level. However, little will be said about computation here, other than to note that grammars can be encoded naturally in SDGs, and that SDGs can be computed with an acceptable degree of e ciency 5, 6] . This paper shows that an important interpretation of SDGs can be characterized in a sound and complete manner by a substructural sequent calculus, and that the other main interpretation of SDGs can be characterized by a simple restriction of that calculus. The form of sequents in the calculus is that of a restricted class of Intuitionistic Linear Logic (ILL) sequents 26], and the theorems of the calculus are shown to be a subset of the theorems of ILL. Since DCGs, Scattered Context Grammars, and so on are encompassed by the SDG formalism, this characterization also applies to them.
For instance, given a static discontinuity grammar G, the example sentence above would be parsed successfully if and only if the following sequent is a theorem of the sequent calculus: F(G); F(evelyn; loves; books)`s where F(G) is the translation of the grammar into logical formulae, and F(evelyn; loves; books) is a logical formula that represents the assumption that those three words have been heard. No \timestamps" appear in the sequent, and the words act as applications of nullary predicates; the ordering and occurrence information is captured solely by the logical connectives used. Section 2 of this paper gives an introduction to the syntax and interpretation of SDGs. Section 3 gives an introduction to the relevant aspects of sequent calculus, especially as they pertain to substructural logic. Section 4 gives the particular sequent calculus which will be used to characterize the SDG formalism; section 5 contains the soundness proof, and section 6 the completeness proof for SDGs with respect to this calculus. Section 7 discusses the relationship between this calculus and linear logic, and section 8 gives an illustration of how the characterizing proof system can be used as a basis for an implementation of SDGs.
STATIC DISCONTINUITY GRAMMARS
Discontinuous grammars (DGs) 4] were developed to allow the expression of relationships between components of a sentence which are distant from one another. The sequences of words in-between the distant components, and not directly related to them, are called \discontinuities". Static discontinuity grammars (SDGs) are a restriction of DGs in which the discontinuities are not explicitly mentioned and moved around during the course of parsing.
In this section, we motivate and formally de ne SDGs. We interpret SDGs, like context-free and de nite clause grammars, as \accepting" or \rejecting" parse trees; however, instead of one de nition of acceptance, we have two. The rst, which we call \simple rewriting" acceptance, is a straightforward extension of the DCG notion. The other, which we call \non-hierarchical" acceptance, is slightly more liberal and easier to parse e ciently.
The simple rewriting interpretation of SDGs is most straightforwardly de ned by a term-rewriting system, SR, which is similar to a DCG term-rewriting system. The augmented rewriting interpretation must be de ned by a more complex, augmented rewriting system, AR; however, the simple rewriting interpretation can be regained from this system by simply dropping one of the rules, yielding a system we call NAR. We give the de nitions of these systems, and prove the equivalence of NAR and SR.
Finally, the original de nition of SDGs allowed certain extensions, such as reference to regular Prolog predicates; we prove here that while these extensions lead to more readable SDG code, anything that can be done in the extended framework can be done in the original framework.
Motivation
Discontinuities were rst introduced into logic grammars by Fernando Pereira, in order to deal with left extraposing phenomena in natural language. For instance, in \The piano that Patricia bought", we can view \the piano" as a constituent having moved, through relativization, the the left of \Patricia bought the piano", and having then been replaced by the relative pronoun \that" 1 . Extraposition grammars, or XGs 21], allow a left-hand side rule to refer to substrings to be skipped. These are repositioned in sequential order at the end of the rule's right-hand side. For instance, the rules h relative clause ! rel marker; s i h np ! trace i h rel marker; skip(X); trace ! rel pronoun; skip(X) i allow us, together with simple rules for \sentence", \np", \vp", etc., to derive the parse graph in Figure 2 .1. The skipped substring, \Patricia bought", has been marked as the X being repositioned.
Further exibility was introduced by Dahl's generalization of XGs into discontinuous grammars, or DGs 4] , in which skips can be arbitrarily rearranged (or duplicated, or deleted) by a rewriting rule.
For instance, the formal language a n b m c n d m can be described through the (executable) DG grammar: h s ! as; bs; cs; ds i h as; skip(X); cs ! a]; as; skip(X); c]; cs i h as; skip(X); cs ! skip(X) i h bs; skip(X); ds ! b]; bs; skip(X); d]; ds i h bs; skip(X); ds ! skip(X) i DGs allow us to describe right as well as left extraposition. For instance, \The book is here that you ordered" is more naturally viewed as having extraposed \that you ordered" to the right, from its more canonical order in \the book that you ordered is here", than as having extraposed \is here" to the left. DGs are also interesting to describe free word oder phenomena (see 4] for more details).
Static Discontinuity Grammars, or SDGs, are a subset of DGs born from the need to obtain parse trees rather than graphs, in order to better describe some linguistic constraints which typically refer to the shape of parse trees. The idea is not to rewrite the skipped substrings (which are therefore restricted to be static discontinuities { i.e., required to stay in place), but only the explicit symbols around them. These rewritings can then be separated into several subrules that look context-free. For instance, the grammar above has the SDG formulation: The subrules into which each rule was broken are still linked by substitution sharing and by the formalism's requirement that they have to all apply, or none. But the resulting parse depiction is a tree rather than a graph, as desired.
De nitions
De nition 2.1. A term is an expression of the form f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ), for n 0, where f is a function symbol and each of t 1 : : :t n is a variable or term. (We assume some given language of function symbols and variables, and we con ate terms and predicate applications.) When n is 0, we generally write the term as simply f and call it a constant.
An atom is either a term or the \empty list" expression ]. We will, when convenient, interpret a term as the list consisting of the single term, and ] as the empty list of terms. We will use A, possibly subscripted, as a meta-variable standing for an arbitrary atom.
A clause is an expression of the form (t ! A 1 ; : : :; A m ), for m 1, where t is a term and each of the A i 's is an atom 2 .
An SDG rule is an expression of the form hC 1 ; : : :; C n i, for n 1, where each of the C i 's is a clause. The last two rules in this grammar essentially say that \her" (respectively, \his") is parsable as a possessive pronoun only if there is a female (resp. male) name earlier in the discourse. Thus, the grammar would generate \John loves his books" and \Mary loves her books", but not \John loves her books" (unless a female name appeared earlier). All this is accomplished without having to pass around, using DCG-style parameters, the information that a female name has been heard. This grammar will generate a list of a's with arguments, followed by the same number of b's with the same set of arguments. The exact set of sentences accepted by this grammar, however, is larger under the non-hierarchical interpretation of SDGs than under the simple rewriting interpretation, as we will see.
The Simple Rewriting Interpretation
The simple rewriting interpretation views an acceptable sentence or parse tree as the result of a series of rewritings of the initial symbol. There are two equivalent ways of characterizing this interpretation; one is a straightforward description of the rewriting process, and the other is a more graphical representation in terms of a parse tree. By extension, an unindexed parse tree is consistent if it has an indexing which is consistent.
The class of trees we are really interested in is the class of consistent parse trees. There is another interpretation of SDGs, in which a grammar admits all the sentences it admitted under the simple rewriting interpretation, but may also admit some more. This interpretation, called the \tree admissibility interpretation" in 6] and the \non-hierarchical interpretation" here, was motivated by the fact that it was easier to implement an e cient algorithm for it than for the simple rewriting interpretation.
The conditions under which a sequence of terminals is parsable as a given nonterminal under the non-hierarchical interpretation are expressed in terms of an augmented rewriting system. Every string of terms which is rewritable into another 0 in the simple rewriting interpretation is also rewritable into 0 in the non-hierarchical interpretation. However, there may be other resultants 00 of under the non-hierarchical interpretation which are not resultants of under simple rewriting.
To de ne the augmented rewriting system at the basis of this new interpretation, we must de ne some additional syntax.
De nition 2.4. A pend element is an expression of the form pend(C 1 ; : : :; C n ), where n 0 and each C i is an SDG clause. We will sometimes abuse notation and write R for the sequence C 1 ; : : :; C n , even though strictly speaking a rule R is hC 1 ; : : :; C n i with n > 0.
A rewriting element is a pend element or a term. A sentence is a sequence of rewriting elements.
We will generally use to stand for a sequence of pend elements, to stand for a sequence of terms, and to stand for an arbitrary sentence.
We can now de ne the augmented rewriting system AR. We also de ne here a simple restriction of AR, called NAR, which we will soon prove to be equivalent to SR. We will later use the equivalence of SR and NAR in order to make the proofs of characterization of the two interpretations of SDGs more homogeneous. As usual, the subscript G will generally be dropped where it can be assumed. We will call a sequence of rewriting steps in AR an \AR computation". The AR system allows more computations than the NAR system because of its additional Exch step. For instance, in the grammar of the last section, the rewrite sequence in Figure 2 .4 is possible. Note the crucial Exch step near the middle of the computation: the computation \s ) a(1); a(2); b(2); b(1)" is possible in AR, but not in NAR because Exch is not allowed in NAR. Note also that each pend element acts as a marker of the pending clauses in a rule, i.e., the clauses that have yet to be discharged.
AR computations correspond to parse trees in much the same way as SR computations do. Each node is a term, and the sequence of children of each node is the sequence into which that node's term was rewritten in the computation. The only di erence is that the indexes of nodes are not required to ascend from parent to child node. For the example in Figure 2 .4, the corresponding parse tree is shown in Figure 2 .5.
The non-hierarchical interpretation can also be de ned in terms of conditions on parse trees. This \tree admissibility" de nition was the original one of 6], and we prove the new de nition equivalent to it in Appendix B. We have adopted the new style of de nition because it is more conducive to simple proofs of equivalence with the proof-theoretic characterization. 
Equivalence of SR and NAR
Let us set aside AR for the time being, and concentrate on NAR. We have de ned the augmented rewriting systems NAR and AR so that NAR is equivalent to the earlier, simple rewriting system SR. SR is useful as an intuitive description of the simple rewriting interpretation of SDGs, but NAR will be more useful for showing equivalence with the proof-theoretic characterization we will de ne later. In this section, we will prove the equivalence of SR and NAR.
To show this, we rst introduce the notion of an NAR computation in \rightmost form". We then show that every NAR computation from a sequence of terms to another sequence of terms can be transformed into one in rightmost form. Then we will prove that NAR computations in rightmost form are equivalent to SR computations.
De nition 2.6. An NAR computation is in rightmost form if no step involving the rightmost pend element is preceded by a step involving material to the left of it; that is, if the computation never contains any two-step sub-computation of the form ; pend(R); NAR ) 0 ; pend(R); NAR ) 0 ; 00
, then there is a rightmost-form NAR computation taking to 0 . Proof. Let the measure of any sentence be the ordinal number j ! + k, where j is the number of pend elements in the sentence, and k is the number of terms after the last pend element in the sentence. Let the measure of an NAR computation be the sum of the measures of all the sentences appearing in it. It su ces to show that it is possible to transform any non-rightmost-form NAR computation into one with lower measure. We can do so by transforming such a computation so that either one of its js is lower, or so that all of its js remain the same but one of its ks is lower.
Let m be an integer such that sentences m to m+2 in the computation form the rst sub-computation of the form (*). Replace sentences m to m + 2 by the steps ; pend(R); NAR ) ; 00 NAR ) 0 ; 00 . The measure of sentences m and m + 2 will remain the same. However, the transformation has been either one of the form ; pend(R); t; NAR ) 0 ; pend(R); t; NAR ) 0 ; 0 ; pend(R 0 ); # ; pend(R); t; NAR ) ; 0 ; pend(R 0 ); NAR ) 0 ; 0 ; pend(R 0 ); (in which case, k of sentence m + 1 has gone down while j has remained the same), or one of the form ; pend(); NAR ) 0 ; pend(); NAR ) 0 ; # ; pend(); NAR ) ; NAR ) 0 ;
(in which case j of sentence m + 1 has gone down).
By repeated applications of this transformation, we can transform the computation into one with minimal measure. But then the computation will have none of the sub-computations of the prohibited form; that is, it will be in rightmost form. 2 Lemma 2.2. In an NAR-computation NAR ) 0 in rightmost form, there is at most one pend element in any sentence. Proof. Since no pend elements appear in the nal sentence in the computation, any pend element must eventually be involved in a rewriting. But if a new pend element were introduced into a sentence that already contained one, then the next step on the original pend element would make the computation non-rightmost-form, since the previous step will have taken place to its left. 2 Apply] 1 ; 0 1 ; 2 ; 0 2 ; : : :; n ; 0 n ; pend(); n+1
NAR )
Empty] 1 ; 0 1 ; 2 ; 0 2 ; : : :; n ; 0 n ; n+1 Repeating this simulation for every step in the SR computation, we have the desired NAR computation.
( ) We can transform any NAR computation into one in rightmost form (by Lemma 2.1). This rightmost-form computation will have a maximum of one pend element per sentence (by Lemma 2.2). It will therefore consist of zero or more stages, in which each stage has the form of introducing a new pend element, performing Shift and Apply steps, and performing a nal Empty step to eliminate the pend element. Clearly, each stage of this NAR computation can be simulated by one step of an SR computation.
2 Why can we not translate computations in the more general system, AR, into SR computations? Because the second lemma for NAR does not go through for AR. There is a notion of rightmost form for AR computations, and every AR computation can be transformed into one in rightmost form. However, in a rightmost-form AR computation, it is possible to take a sentence with a pend element and introduce a new pend element; we can then do processing with the new pend element, and then do an Exch step to skip over the original pend element, without causing one of the prohibited sequences of steps. (The example AR computation given in the last subsection is actually in rightmost form.)
Extensions of SDGs
For the application of SDGs to Government-Binding theory, Dahl 4] de ned two extensions to the basic theory as described here. Firstly, as in DCGs, the bodies of clauses in SDG rules are allowed to contain calls to Prolog goals, which are called as conditions (or \constraints") on the application of the rule; and secondly, in every clause, the path of node names from the root of the parse tree to the node in the clause head is accessible in a path variable.
An SDG making use of either or both of these extensions can be translated back into an SDG as described here. We could have incorporated the extensions everywhere in this paper, but we felt that it might have turned out no simpler than leaving them out and giving the translation that follows.
We can translate any clause containing some Prolog constraint, written fAg, into a simple clause by replacing it by the non-terminal A, and translating the Prolog rules for A into SDG rules. Each Prolog \fact", that is, clause of the form \t.", gets translated into the SDG rule ht ! ]i; while each Prolog \rule", that is, clause of the form \t :-A 1 ; : : :; A n .", gets translated into the SDG rule ht ! A 1 ; : : :; A n i.
Similarly, we can translate an SDG making use of the path feature into a simple SDG by adding arguments to each clause. For every clause in every rule, we change the head of the clause from p(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) to p(t 1 ; : : :; t n ; X), where X is some variable which does not appear anywhere in the grammar. We then change every non-terminal p 0 (t 0 1 ; : : :; t 0 m ) in every clause body to a non-terminal of the form p 0 (t 0 1 ; : : :; t 0 m ; p(t 1 ; : : :; t n )jX]), where p(t 1 ; : : :; t n ; X) is the head of the clause in which it appears. Each non-terminal will thus have had an argument added which passes down the path from root to current node. Every reference to the path variable could therefore be replaced by a reference to this new argument. This is not to say that any implementation of SDGs could not handle these two extensions in some other, more e cient way. It is simply a translation which preserves the intended semantics while regaining the simple form of the original formulation.
SEQUENT CALCULI
A sequent calculus is a particular kind of proof system with which one is able to formally deduce the truth of a kind of implicational expression called a \sequent". Since rst de ned by Gentzen 8] , sequent calculi have been used extensively to describe logical systems. They are particularly useful for describing substructural logics.
We shall be presenting our logical characterization of SDGs in the form of a sequent calculus. In this section, therefore, we give some of the background concerning rst order logic sequent calculi, and their substructural analogues.
First Order Sequent Calculi
A typical derivation in a rst order (intuitionistic) sequent calculus is as follows.
As illustrated by this example, a sequent is an expression of the form A 1 ; : : :; A n`B , which is intended to be interpreted as \from the assumptions A 1 ; : : :; A n we can deduce B." The and the axiom has none. The upper sequents are usually called premisses and the lower sequent the conclusion; the group of formulae on the left-hand side are called the antecedent, and the formula on the right the consequent. All valid derivations must have axioms (applications of zero-premiss rules) at the top; the sequent that has been proven in a derivation is the conclusion of the bottommost rule application. In the example, we have concluded that p(3)&(q(3) _ r(3)) follows from the assumption that 8x(q(x)&p(x)).
Although the antecedent is written as a sequence of formulae, in rst order logic we usually want to think of it as a set, having no associated sequencing or occurrence information. Thus when we write ?; A`A, we really mean any sequent whose conclusion appears in its antecedent. Another way of achieving the e ect of sets is by maintaining a view of the antecedent as a sequence, and adding three rules which Gentzen The rst rule, permutation, says that the order of assumptions is not important. The second, contraction, says that if we can conclude something from two copies of an assumption, we can conclude it from one. The third, thinning, says that if we conclude something from a set of assumptions, we can add new assumptions and still have a valid consequent. (The name comes from the fact that we can use the rule to \thin out" unimportant assumptions when trying to prove a given sequent.)
Substructural Logics
In \substructural" logics, the structural rules (permutation, contraction, and thinning) are not allowed with the full latitude that they are given in rst order logic.
Relevance logic was developed from philosophical rst principles as an alternative to the traditional view of implication. (Readers are encouraged to refer to 23] for more of the philosophical motivation.) The basic complaint that relevance logic raises with classical logic is that its notion of implication, material implication, can result in nonsensical \truths". A ! B (\A materially implies B") i it is not the case that A is true and B is false; so sentences such as \if the moon is made of green cheese then Elvis is alive" and \if the continuum hypothesis is true then 2 + 2 = 4" are classically true. The relevance logic alternative is to keep track of assumptions via the proof system so that no implication A ! B is true merely because A is false, or because B is true regardless of A. This leads to a treatment of implication that cannot be captured by the usual truth-table semantics given to connectives.
We can move toward a relevance logic by eliminating the structural rules, and insisting that only relevant assumptions be used in axioms:
Axiom: A`A But we soon run into problems. For instance, we cannot prove as simple a sequent as A; B`A&B, because both premisses will have an irrelevant assumption. Yet it is clear that we should be able to deduce the consequent from the antecedent of this sequent, even if we insist that assumptions be relevant.
To regain the derivability of this sequent, what we need is a conjunction which splits the list of assumptions in two, giving one part to the left-hand premiss and the other to the right-hand. This conjunction is written in the literature, and is called \intensional conjunction". The rule for when it appears in the antecedent is the same as that of classical conjunction, but its consequent rule is as follows:
?; ? 0`B 1 B 2 Asserting that B 1 B 2 is true therefore has the e ect of asserting that B 1 and B 2 are both true, but not necessarily in the same context of assumptions. (The pertinence to characterizing parsing as deduction is essentially that di erent contexts of assumptions hold at each point in a sentence.)
Similar problems arise associated with the loss of permutation and thinning. With permutation, we nd that we want not an absolute banishment, but a restriction of the principle. We could re-introduce permutation by introducing a new, unary connective 27], which allows the formula so annotated to move around in the antecedent; the solution we will adopt here, however, is to allow formulae A 1 ; : : :; A n in the antecedent to be grouped into \bunches" 23], written hA 1 ; : : :; A n i. Bunches can be permuted, but the formulae within a given bunch cannot. As we will see, the bunches we will use will actually behave in a way which is unique (in our knowledge) with respect to the conjunction, but which still preserves the general intent of the bunching operation.
Linear logic, another substructural logic, was developed by Girard 9] partially in order to serve as a ner-grained basis for other logics. While relevance logics re-introduce some notion of permutation, but ban thinning completely, linear logic also re-introduces thinning, via the unary \of course" connective, \!". In linear logic, \!" formulae (and only those formulae) can be duplicated at will: ?; !A; ? 0`B \Cont" again stands for \contraction", and \Der" for \deriliction". \!" formulae are therefore used as a source of copies of selected assumptions. To capture the fact that a \!" assumption can stand for zero copies of the assumption, these formulae are often allowed in axioms:
Axiom: !?; A`A We can look at \!" assumptions as \background" or \generic" assumptions; we accept these assumptions as general knowledge, but we are not concerned about their relevance to conclusions.
Linear logic will also provide this paper with most of its logical notation, since linear logic notation is now familiar to computer scientists. In particular, the intensional conjunction will be written , and the implication sign will be written ? in order to distinguish it from the material implication sign. We will write the 0-ary connective standing for \the true proposition" as >; this is not completely standard, but is more perspicuous than Girard's 1.
Intuitively, the importance of these substructural concepts and connectives to logic grammar systems such as SDG is as follows. The intensional conjunction , together with the notion of bunching, allows us to express the sequencing information we need (like the order of terms within clauses and the order of clauses within rules), the allocation of the various clauses of a rule over the sentence being parsed, and the movement of groups of rules past discontinuities. Relevant (or linear) implication ? allows us to express such facts as that if we have heard certain words or parts of speech, we must have heard certain other parts of speech. Finally, the \!" connective allows us to then encode the grammar rules as generic assumptions, exempt from the rigorous bookkeeping we must do on the other assumptions.
In fact, since sequencing information is an important component of many linguistic theories, we would expect that substructural logic could be generally useful in describing their underlying structure. For instance, in Immediate Dominance/Linear Precedence (ID/LP) grammars, a rewriting (\immediate dominance") rule speci es only the symbols in the sequence replacing a symbol, but not their order; separate \linear precedence" rules specify constraints on the possible orders. Substructural logics could conceivably be used to illuminate the logical structure of such grammars as well.
In summary, substructural logics result from weakening the structural rules of logics with material implementation. They typically then re-introduce, in a restricted way, some of the discarded rules. For the purpose of characterizing SDGs, we will be re-introducing these rules in a particular way which will make clear the relationship between them and substructural logic.
THE SUBSTRUCTURAL LOGIC CHARACTERIZATION
We wish to characterize SDGs with logic, speci cally a substructural logic. What this means, essentially, is that we must give a logical description of the set of sentences which is accepted by a grammar, under the two desired interpretations.
In this section, we do this by means of a substructural sequent calculus. Given a grammar and a particular sentence to parse, we form a sequent to be proven. Using the rules of a sequent calculus (two variant calculi are de ned here, one for AR and one for NAR), we then try to derive the sequent. As we will prove, the sequent is derivable if and only if the sentence is acceptable; the method for forming the sequent, together with the rules of the proof system, can therefore be taken as a characterization of SDGs.
One principle we will try to follow here is that of making the sequent calculus encode fairly general principles of reasoning. We do this in order to arrive at a system which can truly be said to be a logical view of the problem, and not simply a reworking of the original de nitions.
In the rst subsection below, we present the method of translation of a parsing problem into a sequent. We then give the form of sequents and the rules of the sequent calculus, and an informal overview of how a rewriting computation corresponds to a derivation. In later sections, we formally prove the soundness and completeness of the rewriting systems with respect to the sequent calculus, and discuss the connection of the sequent calculus to Intuitionistic Linear Logic (ILL).
Translation into Formulae
Our intent is to give a sequent calculus in which SDG rules and sequences of heard words can act as assumptions, on the left-hand side of a sequent to be proven. To do this, we must give the translation of SDG rules and word sequences into formulae.
We will be using the notion of a relevance-logic bunch in this section, but to keep the notation within the realm of linear logic we will de ne it in terms of linear logic connectives. Notation 4.1. We write hB 1 ; B 2 ; : : :; B n i for the formula B 1 (B 2 ( (B n >) )). In particular, we will sometimes write hi for >.
We will often use , possibly primed or subscripted, to stand for a (possibly empty) sequence of formulae. Thus we write h i or h 0 ; 00 i. Readers familiar with logic programming will note that SDG rules are thus being interpreted in much the same way as Horn clauses are in the standard semantics of logic programs 17]. The connective is just the \intensional" form of conjunction which substructural logic has in contrast to the extensional \&" of classical logic. SDG rules, because we wish them to be re-usable, movable background assumptions, have the pre x \!", denoting genericity.
The motivation for considering a word sequence t 1 ; : : :; t n as a bunch h(> ? t 1 ); : : :; (> ? t n )i is twofold. First, as we will see later, if we were to translate such a word sequence as something else { say, the formula t 1 t n { we would have to consider two fundamentally di erent kinds of formulae on the lefthand side of sequents. Second, we can look at saying \the words t 1 ; : : :; t n have been heard" as being the same as adding a special rule to our grammar, which generates the sequence t 1 ; : : :; t n , in that order, from the empty sequence. This special rule must be used exactly once, of course, and thus is translated without the \!" indicating zero or more possible uses.
We will generally use boldface letters to denote formulae, using R for the formulaic version of a rule, C for that of a clause, s and t for a term, and B for any formula. (Note that we use R and C for the original versions of rules and clauses.) We will use ?; ; to denote sequences of formulae, and !?; ! to denote sequences of formulae all of which are preceded by !; each may denote the empty sequence.
All of these meta-variables may be subscripted (t 1 ; t 2 , etc.) or primed (t 0 ). A particular parsing problem, then, is translated into a sequent as follows. Given a grammar G and a sequence of terms t 1 ; : : :; t k to be parsed as a term s, the corresponding sequent is F(G); F(t 1 ; : : :; t k )`s This sequent says that, taking the grammar rules as generic assumptions, and the \heard" words as a sequence of relevant assumptions in which order is important, we can infer that we have heard an s. We want it to be the case that the sequent will be derivable in our sequent calculus if and only if the sequence of words can be parsed as s. We must, therefore, give rules which will allow this to be the case, and must prove that it is the case.
Sequent Calculus: Form and Rules
The sequents we will be considering will be of a distinct form. Not all kinds of formulae will be allowed on both sides of the sequent; rather, one subclass of formulae will be allowed on the left, and another subclass will be allowed on the right. Here we will de ne these subclasses of formulae, and give the rules of the sequent calculi Ssar (\Substructural logic for SDGs under Augmented Rewriting") and Ssnar (\Substructural logic for SDGs under Non-exchange Augmented Rewriting"), which will characterize the rewriting systems AR and NAR. An Ssar sequent is an expression of the form R 1 ; : : :; R n`G , where each R i is a rule formula and G is a goal formula.
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Note that for any rule R and sequence of terms, F(R) and F( ) are R formulae. We will write ?; ; , possibly subscripted, for sequences of R formulae.
The sequent calculus rules we shall be considering are contained in Figure 4 .2. These rules de ne the calculus Ssar; a slight restriction of Ssar leads to the calculus Ssnar (see below).
Each of the rules can be interpreted in two ways. The rst way is to look at it as a rule for introducing (into the lower, conclusion sequent) a particular connective, modality, or form of expression on the right-hand or left-hand side of the sequent. This is the traditional way of looking at such rules in logic, and the names appearing at the side of the rule de nitions re ect this view.
The other way to look at a rule is as a method of solving a particular parsing problem or sub-problem; given the lower, conclusion sequent, the rule gives a way of constructing a derivation of it. This view is re ected in the subtitles under each rule. This would be the equivalent of treating the antecedent as a multiset rather than a sequence. The present formulation was chosen because it seemed to provide the simplest framework for proving the soundness and completeness theorems.
Miller 18] has pointed out that we could also translate a clause t ! t 1 ; t 2 ; : : :; t n by the formula (t 1 ? (t 2 ? (t n ? t) )). This would remove the need for formulae on the right-hand side of sequents, and allow the rules to be simpli ed. We have decided to stay with the formulation as presented here, however, because the presence of on the right seems to lead to a more intuitive structure for proofs; for instance, it allows the pattern of sequent consequents to follow exactly an upside-down parse tree. 24 `>`> F(a(2))`a (2) h> ? asi`as > F(a(2)); hi`a(2) hi; h> ? asi`as F(a(1))`a(1) F(a(2)); h> ? asi`a(2) as F(a(1)); hi; hi`a(1) F(a (2) 
SOUNDNESS OF REWRITING SYSTEMS
We wish to prove the equivalence of AR with Ssar and NAR with Ssnar. We can look at this either as the soundness and completeness of the rewriting systems with respect to the proof systems, or as the soundness and completeness of the proof systems with respect to the rewriting systems. Because logic systems are generally thought of as the points of reference with respect to which computational systems are compared, we will adopt the former nomenclature. In this section, then, we will prove the soundness of the rewriting systems; in the following one, the completeness.
To prove soundness, it is convenient to rst consider \rule-static" variants of the four systems { variants which do not involve the introduction or duplication of grammar rules. The general plan for the soundness proofs is as follows. We will prove an important technical property of the rule-static rewriting systems, called the \sieve property", which shows essentially that a computation on a sentence can be viewed as a process of sifting rules through each term in the sentence. Using this property, we will then prove the soundness of AR-with respect to Ssar-and NAR-with respect to Ssnar-. We will then show that general AR and NAR computations have a \normal form" which consists of a rule-introducing part followed by a rule-static part. Finally, using all this, we will prove the soundness of the general systems AR and NAR with respect to the general systems Ssar and Ssnar.
It will be convenient, for this section and the next, for us to work with variants of the rewriting systems which use de nition (D) formulae in place of pend elements.
Generally these de nition formulae will be in bunch (h i) notation. For instance, instead of writing \pend(C 1 ; : : :; C k ); t NAR? ) , where F(hC 1 ; : : :; C k i) = ", we will write simply \h i; t NAR? ) ". We will generally write for a sequence of de nition formulae.
Sieve Property
First to the technical lemma. The concept behind this lemma is the following. We are given an NAR-or AR-computation starting from ( ; ), where is a list of de nition formulae (or pend elements) and is a list of terms. We can look at this computation as consisting of pushing the formulae through the terms from left to right. As they are pushed through, the formulae may be reduced in size, and they leave behind a possibly altered sequence of terms.
De nition 5.2. We say that a de nition formula h 0 i is a tail of another de nition formula h i if there is some (possibly empty) 00 such that = ( 00 ; 0 ). (Note that every de nition formula is a tail of itself, and the empty bunch is a tail of every de nition formula.)
We say that a sequence h 0 1 i; : : :; h 0 k i of de nition formulae is a reduction of another sequence h 1 i; : : :; h k i if each 0 i is a tail of i .
Intuitively, a reduction of a sequence is the result of pushing the sequence \through" a term via a series of Shift or Apply operations. The statement of the lemma is a generalization, for induction purposes, of the property stated informally above. ) 00 .
The intuition behind this property is that each element or sequence of elements acts as a kind of \sieve" through which the de nition formulae pass:
Proof. By induction on the number N of steps in the original computation.
When N = 0, we have ( ; t; ) identical to ; that is, is empty and consists of only terms. In this case, 0 = t, 00 = , and 0 is empty.
When N > 0 and the rst step of the original computation takes place within , the result follows directly from the induction hypothesis.
Otherwise, N > 0 and the rst step of the original computation takes place before . Cases are on the form of the rst step.
Shift ) 00 (by adding an Exch step to the front of 2a).
Apply: The rst step is of the form 00 ; hC 1 ; i; t; AR? ) 00 ; t 1 ; : : :; t n ; h i; If n = 0, then 0 is empty, 00 = , 0 = ( 00 ; h i), and we have the desired result. Otherwise (n > 0), intuitively we have: ) 0 1 ; 0 1 , and 2.) 0 1 ; (t 2 ; : : :; t n ; h i; ) AR? ) 00 1 . Given (2.) above, we can similarly apply the induction hypothesis n ? 1 more times. The 00 and 0 of the nal result are 00 n and 0 n ; 0 is the concatenation of 0 1 ; : : :; 0 n . Empty: The rst step is of the form 1 ; hi; 2 ; t; AR? ) 1 ; 2 ; t;
By the induction hypothesis, we can nd 0 1 ; 0 2 ; 0 ; 00 such that ) 00 . But then we can choose 0 to be 0 1 ; hi; 0 2 . The corresponding computations can be obtained from (1) by Shifting the empty bunch to the right whenever necessary, and from (2) by rst doing an Empty step. 2 The corresponding lemma for NAR-is similar. ) 00 . Proof. As in the case for AR-. We do not have the Exch step, so the proof is a little simpler. 2
Soundness for Rule-Static Systems
With the sieve property in hand, we can prove soundness of NAR-with respect to Ssnar-, and AR-with respect to Ssar-. It is a little more convenient to do the proofs in that order. ) .
There are two subcases. If n = 0, then k = 1, and must be empty. We have the Ssnar-derivation:`> (>/r) h> ? ti`t (? /l) >; h> ? ti`t (>/l) (Recall that h> ? ti is just the formulaic version of the pend element pend(t ! ]).) But the conclusion is just F( ); `t. ) , then F( ); `t in Ssar-. Proof. As in the soundness proof for NAR-. We have only one more case to consider: when the rst step in the computation is an Exch step.
Exch: By the induction hypothesis, we have a derivation of F( ); `t in Ssar?. However, by inspection of the rules of Ssar-, the order of D assumptions on the left-hand side of sequents is never important; that is, the assumptions can be permuted into any new order without fundamentally a ecting the derivation. We can therefore easily modify the derivation to get one of F( ); `t. 2 
Normal Form of Computations
To prove soundness of the full systems, it will be useful to have a notion of the \normal form" of a computation. Normal forms will help make the transition between the rule-static systems and the full systems, by breaking a computation into a rule-introducing part and a rule-static part.
De nition 5.3. A computation, in AR or NAR, is in normal form if no New step is performed after any other kind of step; that is, if all New steps are performed at the beginning of the computation.
For instance, in 2.4, if we had introduced all pend elements at the beginning of the computation, the computation would have been in normal form. Proof. The same reasoning applies for both AR and NAR; we will consider only AR here. Let the rank of a New step within a computation be the distance of that step from the start of the computation. Let the rank of a computation be the sum of the ranks of all the New steps within that computation.
It su ces to show that any computation not in normal form can be transformed to yield one with lower rank. Consider the rst New step which is performed after a di erent kind of step. The two steps in question will be of the form AR ) 0 AR ) h i; 0 . But we can easily replace those steps by the steps AR ) h i; AR ) h i; 0 . The transformed computation has lower rank than the original, since the New step has been moved closer to the front and any following New steps have maintained their rank.
Since we can always lower the rank of a non-normal-form computation, and the rank is always a non-negative integer, if we keep on applying this transformation we will eventually arrive at a normal-form computation. If the rst step is a New step, then it takes the form ; t AR ) h i; ; t. By the induction hypothesis, there is a derivation of F(G); F( ); h i; `t in Ssar. But from that sequent, we can derive F(G); F( ); `t by zero or more applications of 8/l and one application of Cont/l. That is (reading up from the bottom), we can take a copy of the appropriate rule, and instantiate all its universally-quanti ed variables to produce h i.
If the rst step is not a New step, then since the computation is in normal form, the computation must not contain any New steps. In other words, the computation is also an AR-computation. In this case, we apply Theorem 5.2 to obtain an Ssarderivation of F( ); `t, which is of course also a Ssar derivation. The Ssar derivation we require is formed by simply appending the formulae F(G) onto the left of every sequent in the Ssar-derivation. 2 This result states that if a term can be written into a sequence of terms under a particular grammar G, then the corresponding sequent has a derivation. In other words, there are no computations in AR or NAR (or SR) that cannot be characterized by a derivation in Ssar or Ssnar.
COMPLETENESS OF REWRITING SYSTEMS
The converse of the soundness result of the last section (that every computation corresponds to a derivation) is a completeness result: that every derivation corresponds to a computation. These results, for Ssar and Ssnar, will be proven in this section.
The general plan here is similar to that of the last section. We will prove the completeness of the rule-static rewriting systems (de ned in the last section) with respect to the rule-static proof systems. We will then prove a normal form theorem for Ssar and Ssnar. Finally we will use the two results to prove completeness of the general systems. We will conclude with some \characterization" theorems summarizing the soundness and completeness results. ) . ? /l. There are two subcases. In the rst subcase, the bottommost rule application is of the form We know from the induction hypothesis that there is a computation corresponding to the premiss. Because i is empty, we can form the result computation by eliminating the empty bunch and continuing with that computation.
The only other possibility is that the empty bunch being eliminated by the >/l step is F(s 1 ; : : :; s m ); that is, that m = 0. But we can assume without loss of generality that this bunch would be eliminated at the top of the computation, directly underneath a >/r axiom, rather than at the bottom. >/r. This cannot be the bottommost step in the derivation, since n 1. ) . Proof. Very similar to the corresponding proof for AR-, with the following important di erence. In the ? /l case, 2 = ; that is, the indicated bunch must be the rightmost one. We therefore do not need to use any Exch steps, which are forbidden in NAR-. This is the only case in which any Exch step is used in the proof; so exactly the same construction which we used to build an AR-computation from an Ssar-proof will produce an NAR-computation from an Ssnar-proof. 2
Normal Forms of Derivations
Just as normal forms of computations were crucial to proving soundness of computations, normal forms of derivations will be crucial to proving completeness.
De nition 6.1. A derivation, in Ssar or Ssnar, is in normal form if no conclusion of a Cont/l or 8/l application is the premiss of an application of any other type of rule.
For example, the derivation in Figure 4 .3 would be in normal form if we delayed the application of the formula (as bs)? s until the step above all the other Cont/l and 8/l rule applications. If ?`G in Ssar, then there is a normal-form derivation of ?`G in Ssar. If ?`G in Ssnar, then there is a normal-form derivation of ?`G in Ssnar. Proof. The same reasoning applies for both Ssar and Ssnar; we will consider only Ssar here. We de ne: the >/l-rank of an application of Cont/l or 8/l to be the number of applications of >/l between it and the bottom of the derivation; the non->/l-rank of an application of Cont/l or 8/l to be the number of applications of rules other than >/l between it and the bottom of the derivation; the rank of an application of Cont/l or 8/l to be the ordinal number j !+k, where j is its non->/l-rank and k is its >/l-rank; and nally the rank of a derivation to be the sum of the ranks of all the applications of Cont/l and 8/l in it.
It su ces to show that any derivation not in normal form can be transformed to yield one with lower rank. We can do this by either lowering the number of steps other than >/l between some Cont/l or 8/l and the bottom, or else by keeping that number the same but lowering the number of >/l steps between a Cont/l or 8/l and the bottom.
Consider a non-normal-form derivation. There are three subcases. The >/l-rank of each of these steps has gone up by one, since a new application of >/l has been inserted below them. However, this addition of m onto the total rank of the proof is compensated for: the non->/l-rank of the Cont/l step has gone down by one, decreasing the total rank of the proof by !. Thus the resultant proof has lower rank than the original.
Since we can always lower the rank of a non-normal-formderivation, and the rank is always a positive ordinal number, if we keep on applying this transformation we will eventually arrive at a normal-form derivation. 2
Completeness for General Systems
To prove completeness of NAR and AR, we must rst prove a more general result for induction purposes. Proof. Like the proof for AR and Ssar, using the soundness and completeness of NAR instead of AR.
2 We have therefore succeeded in giving characterizations of both the simplerewriting interpretation (formalized by NAR or its equivalent SR) and the nonhierarchical interpretation (formalized by AR), in the form of substructural logics (Ssnar and Ssar, respectively). The simplicity and logical structure of the proof systems suggests that we have succeeded in nding an interpretation of static discontinuity grammars in purely logical terms.
RELATIONSHIP TO LINEAR LOGIC
What is the relationship between Ssar and Ssnar and other substructural logics? Although Ssar and Ssnar have the \bunch" feature characteristic of relevance logics, we have chosen to interpret bunches as special linear-logic formulae. The main reason for this choice was to allow us to prove that all the theorems of Ssar (which include the theorems of Ssnar) are theorems of rst order Intuitionistic Linear Logic (ILL) 26]. In this section, we prove this result and discuss its implications for Ssar and Ssnar, especially concerning the \cut" rule and cut-elimination.
This section will make use of the rules of ILL as given by Troelstra ( Table 1, 26] ). This is because Troelstra's version gives rules for the quanti ers, in contrast to presentations such as Abramsky's 1], which are purely propositional. As in the rest of this paper, we will use`in place of Troelstra's ), and the mnemonically simpler symbol > (\true") in place of the symbol referred to by Troelstra and others as 1.
Ssar Theorems Are a Subset of ILL Theorems
The sequents of Ssar and Ssnar are de ned to be also sequents of rst order intuitionistic linear logic (ILL). In this section, we will prove that the derivable sequents of Ssar (and thus also Ssnar) are also derivable sequents of ILL.
We will show this by proving that each rule of Ssar is an admissible rule of ILL. Recall that a rule is admissible in a logic L if, whenever its premisses are all derivable, its conclusion is derivable; and that a rule is derivable in L if its conclusion is always derivable from its premisses.
All rules which are derivable are admissible, but not all rules which are admissible are derivable. All the rules of Ssar are derivable except the /r rule, which is only admissible. To prove that /r is admissible, we will need two technical lemmas proven by Troelstra. Essentially, the lemmas state that we can take the ILL rules corresponding to /l and >/l, and \run them backwards". be the premisses of the bottommost sequent in the derivation. By the induction hypothesis, each S i is derivable in ILL. But by the admissibility of the rules of Ssar, the conclusion must also be derivable in ILL. Since Ssnar is a restricted version of Ssar, the same applies to Ssnar. 2 Ssar is therefore not an entirely new proof system, since any theorem of Ssar is a theorem of ILL. However, it is new in the sense that it describes a particular subset of ILL theorems which has not, to our knowledge, been described yet.
This subset of ILL theorems is not the same as the set of theorems of noncommutative linear logic 27], since the Ssar /r rule requires an unusual splitting of each bunch on the left-hand side which has not described for such systems. We cannot obtain the same e ect with Yetter's operator, which marks formulae as \movable", because formulae would have to be moved to speci c locations in order that the usual linear-logic /r rule apply. Not even in relevance logics 24], from which the \bunch" terminology and notation of this paper was taken, do we have the notion of splitting many bunches simultaneously in the antecedent of a sequent.
Cut and Cut-Elimination
The proof that Ssar is a sublogic of ILL has some implications for cut and cutelimination in Ssar.
A \cut" rule is often useful in computational logics, to allow the use of \lemma" derivations when searching for proofs. The \cut-elimination property" (the property that any derivation with cut can be transformed into one without cut) needs to be proven for logics with cut, in part so as to show that the logic remains consistent. The general form of a cut rule in an intuitionistic sequent calculus is:
?`G ? 0 ; G` ?; ? 0` Ssar does not need a cut rule as much as some logics, since the notion of proof search corresponds to the notion of parsing, for which algorithms have already been developed 6]. Moreover, the cut rule presumes the existence of formulae G which can appear on either side of a sequent, and Ssar has only one such formula (the empty bunch, which doubles as >); so simply adding a cut rule to Ssar as it stands would be not very useful.
However, should we decide to add such a rule in some future extension of Ssar, Corollary 7.1 will be useful. As long as all the rules of the extension, including the cut rule, are derivable in ILL, the logic will remain a sublogic of ILL. Thus consistency does not need to be proven via cut-elimination in ILL-derivable Ssar extensions; the extensions will inherit consistency from ILL.
The absence of the cut rule does imply that proofs cannot be found by algorithms of low complexity, as with some substructural logics and grammar formalisms. However, as we showed in section 2.6, SDGs are Turing-complete; so the recognition problem for SDGs is in general only semi-decidable, and we should not be surprised if we sometimes need exponential or greater time to nd a proof in Ssar or Ssnar.
IMPLEMENTING THE LOGIC
One advantage of having a completely formal characterization of SDGs such as Ssnar/Ssar is that we can use it as a standard by which to judge the correctness of implementations of SDGs. In fact, there are translations of the proof systems Ssar and Ssnar into Horn clauses which, although ine cient, are very direct and simple. Here we explore one such translation of Ssar, referring to the program listings in Appendix A.
Consider the Prolog program in Section A.1. It is, essentially, a direct translation from the proof system Ssar into Horn clauses. The head of each ssar clause represents the conclusion of the rule, and the body represents the zero, one or two premisses of the rule. Each bunch is represented by a list of formulae, and the entire antecedent as a list of bunches; the consequent is passed as a formula. Note that most Greek and Roman letters from the rule listing of Ssar have been translated into Prolog variables.
The grammar rules are left out of the data structure, and instead appear in a separate predicate rule. The grammar rules are stored in this predicate as lists of clauses, with the universally quanti ed variables represented as free variables. This allows instances of the rules to be captured in the fashion of a typical Prolog meta-interpreter. Instead of the three rules 8/l, /l, and Cont/l, there need be only one rule for putting a copy of a rule bunch in the antecedent; Prolog's uni cation has the e ect of selecting terms to replace the universally-quanti ed variables.
This program could only, of course, be run on a breadth-rst interpreter, and then only ine ciently. The introduction of new rules can be done at any time, and a depth-rst interpreter would diverge on introducing new copies of the rst grammar rule and trying to prove the theorem with them. Moreover, each of the grammar rules can be copied and introduced any time there is a goal or subgoal to be proven. Even with a breadth-rst interpreter, there would be a geometric growth in the number of di erent proofs being searched for at each stage.
The \depth-rst iterative deepening" (DFID) search strategy 14] can help here, however. This general search strategy starts with a very restrictive bound on some measure of the size of the computation, and then progressively relaxes the bound until a solution is found. The advantage of the technique is that code which is simple and readable but ine cient or divergent, such as the simple program above, can be largely preserved. Section A.2 shows a new version of the Ssar code in which DFID is done on the number of rules introduced in any path from root to leaf in the Ssar derivation. The earlier code of the ssar predicate now appears as predicate ssar1; parameters and code have been added for returning the corresponding parse tree and for managing the DFID computation, but the logic is largely the same. There are extra predicates for managing the DFID and for pretty-printing the parse tree as well.
The new program is still not very e cient, as the size of the search tree still grows rapidly. However, it is su cient for working through some of the examples presented in the paper. It has been implemented on Sicstus Prolog, version 2.1 #6. Compiled into emulated code and running on a Sun SPARCstation, the program takes 0.019 seconds to parse the \evelyn loves books" example, and 15.209 seconds to parse the \a(1); a(2); b(2); b(1)" example.
There are, of course, techniques for cutting down the search space, such as insisting on normal form proofs, or using the sentence to be parsed to guide the rule instantiation; our intention here has been only to show that the proof system can be used as a jumping-o point for an implementation. A more e cient, bottomup implementation based on Ssar has been developed, but it is far enough away from the original proof system that it is not useful as an illustration here.
CONCLUSIONS
We have given a substructural logic characterization of SDG parsing which elegantly captures linguistic features such as the signi cance of temporal word sequencing and the undesirability of redundant elements. The characterizing proof system, Ssar, also acts as a characterization of several other grammar formalisms:
Since a DCG is just an SDG where all rules have only one clause, there is an Ssar derivation corresponding to every DCG rewriting. In such derivations, there is at most one bunch with more than one element on the left-hand side of sequents: namely, the bunch which is the formulaic version of the list of words being parsed. 19, 13] . With respect to ID/LP parsing, it may be possible to extend the SDG framework to allow for the more ne-grained conditions on word ordering needed in ID/LP; this would presumably be re ected in the way in which permutation was handled in the logical characterization.
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is distinguished as the \start symbol". We have not needed these notions in this paper, but it does not a ect the basic de nitions and theorems. First we introduce the m rules as pend elements, by a sequence of New steps: s AR ) G pend(R 1 1 ); : : :; pend(R m m ); s. One of the pend elements must be of the form pend(s ! t 1 ; : : :; t k ); we perform zero or more Exch steps to move it to just to the left of s. We then perform an Apply step to rewrite s, and an Empty step to eliminate the resultant empty pend element. At this point, we mark the root node in . We then successively perform the following, while there is an unmarked nonterminal node in the tree.
| We nd the leftmost unmarked non-terminal node in whose parent is marked. Call this the \selected" node. (This will correspond to the leftmost non-terminal term in the current sentence of the computation.)
| We look for the pend element in the current sentence of the computation which contains the clause corresponding to the selected node. We move this clause right by a sequence of Shift and/or Exch steps until it is just to the left of the term corresponding to the selected node.
| We perform an Apply step on this term, followed by an Empty step if an empty pend element results. We then mark the selected node in . Note that we will always be able to nd the pend element we need to the left of the term to be transformed. This is because (a) each pend element starts out at the extreme left of the sequence of elements; and because (b) when a pend element is moved in order to be applied to a term t, the next term it will be applied to is guaranteed (by rule (4) of construction of a derivation tree) to be a descendent of a term to the right of t. Because the clauses in the pend elements correspond oneto-one to internal nodes in the derivation tree, the last sentence in the computation will be a sequence of terms, , which corresponds exactly to the fringe of the tree . ( ) Assume the AR computation is in normal form (i.e., all New steps are performed at the start). We can build a tree of terms corresponding to the computation by the following algorithm.
Begin with a tree consisting of the single node s.
To each sentence in the computation, associate a tree as follows:
| If the sentence is the result of an Apply step rewriting t to t 1 ; : : :; t n , then the tree associated with it is formed from the tree associated with the previous sentence by adding the nodes t 1 ; : : :; t n as children of t.
(We have to choose the correct node with label t; it is the one which was introduced to correspond to the t term, at the step the t term appeared.)
| Otherwise, the tree associated with the sentence is the same as the tree associated with the previous sentence. The tree associated with the last sentence in the computation is a derivation tree of G. This is because the clauses introduced in the computation can be mapped one-to-one to internal nodes in the tree in a manner satisfying Defns. 1 and 2. The fringe of is necessarily .
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